U.S. Ethanol Consumption

Are Consumers Really Ready for More?
Iowa Lagging Behind in Ethanol Sales
Iowa—the number one ethanol producer and corn grower in the United States—reaps arguably
the greatest benefits from the Renewable Fuel Standard program, but on average, there is less
ethanol in the motor fuels that Iowans buy [at their local retailers] than what consumers buy in
the rest of the country as a whole.
In 2017, fuel ethanol account for just 9.7 percent of the volume of total gasoline and fuel ethanol
sales in Iowa.i

“
9.7%
Table is sourced exactly from page 6 of the Iowa Department of Revenue 2017 Retailers Fuel Gallons
Annual Report.vii

These calculations
indicate that in
2017, pure ethanol
comprised 9.7
percent of the
volume of total
gasoline and ethanol
fuel sales.”

While urging for more aggressive biofuel mandate volumes and year-round sales of higher
ethanol-blend fuels, Iowa isn’t carrying its own weight in terms of RFS consumption. If statelevel demand in Iowa is yielding lower sales than in the rest of the country—and data from the
Iowa Department of Revenue assessing 90 percent of actual retail fuel sales suggests that it
is—it would be wrong to increase the RFS burden in other states simply so that Iowa and the
biofuel lobby can continue benefiting.

Iowans and Ethanol-Free Fuel
Iowans bought approximately 200 million gallons of ethanol-free E0 fuel in 2017.iii That’s the
volume of E0 that the EPA projects the entire country will be able to buy in the near future while
still satisfying growing annual biofuel obligations under the RFS. In fact, more E0 is sold in Iowa
than E15 and all flex fuels combined.
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EPA projected in its final 2016 RVO ruling that the national supply of E0 fuel would need to
shrink to 200 million gallons since that volume, “represents our best estimate of the most likely
maximum volumes that can be attained by a market responsive to the RFS standards.”iv
In the 2017 RVO ruling, EPA repeated this: “The RFS program would result in all but a tiny
portion—estimated at 200 million gallons—of gasoline to contain at least 10 percent ethanol.”v
EPA’s forecast of a near phase-out of E0—to just about 200 million gallons nationally—isn’t
going to pan out if Iowa is any indication. Consumers want E0, and RFS mandates should not
be so aggressively dissociated from market demand that the availability of ethanol-free fuel is
threatened unless the sales of E15 and flex fuels rise in tandem.

A Note About IDR and EIA Data
Some point to EIA state-level ethanol consumption estimates to suggest that ethanol comprises
a greater share of Iowa’s fuel supply. This expressly contradicts EIA’s own instructions that
“[b]ecause of differences in data sources and estimation methods, the ratio of fuel ethanol
consumption and motor gasoline consumption should not be interpreted as the average ethanol
blend rate.”vi A more accurate measure of Iowa’s state-level ethanol blend rate is found in actual
retail data reported by the Iowa Department of Revenue. Fuel retail data may not include all
industrial and commercial use, but it is unlikely that fuel use in those categories would vary
significantly from the percentages reported by Iowa Department of Revenue.
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E0 FUEL
E15: 26 MILLION
E15 FLEX: 1.6 MILLION

E20: 1.2 MILLION

E85: 20.6 MILLION

199.4

MILLION

*measured in gallons
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